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Tiber dalla Terra Fluisce la Vita
(Tiber from Earth Life Flows) 

Civitella Ranieri Umbertide, 2014

Overlooking Umbertide and the Tiber Valley, Civitella Ranieri, a 
15th century castle, now serves as an artist residency for fellows 
and guests of the Civitella Ranieri Foundation. This document is the 
result of my 6-week fellowship there.

Buster Simpson, 2017

(Front Cover) Lichen, Umbria.

(Right) Statuary with 
lichen and Leveling Staff 

at abandoned villa east of 
Civitella Ranieri.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2014, I had the opportunity to be part of two artist residencies: 
one at the Rauschenberg Residence on Captiva Island, Florida, and 
the other at Civitella Ranieri in Umbertide, Italy. With issues of 
global climate change being central to my work, the residencies, 
though thousands of miles and worlds apart, contained connecting 
conceptual and geological elements. 

In 1983, I began working on a series of supper plates called Tide’s 
Out // Table’s Set (title based on a Pacific NW Salish saying). Vitreous 
china plates were steeped in the polluted waters of the Duwamish 
River. The toxins in the River became an effluent glaze on the plates 
and when fired were a visible indicator of contamination. These 
plates have served large and small groups including gatherings at 
the Frye Art Museum and the Seattle Art Museum, and now they 
are conceptually connected with my work at the Civitella Ranieri 
residency.
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 A European Space Agency research project 
recently proved that lichens could survive unprotected in 

space, evoking the idea of lithopanspermia, the seeding of 
the universe with life transported by asteroid. 

Hand of statue with lichen (detail from photo on page 2.)

The Leveling Staff, based on a technical measuring instrument, is used here 
as an agitprop implement to mark, measure, and to aid navigation as a 
social and spiritual walking stick. Placed at the K-Pg site near Gubbio, Italy, 
the Leveling Staff registers the end of the dinosaur’s reign. 

At Captiva Island, in the Gulf of Mexico near the southern tip of 
Florida, another Leveling Staff marks rising water levels and becomes a 
contemporary counterpoint to the Gubbio site, just six hundred miles east 
of the K-Pg asteroid impact site on the Yucatan Peninsula. 

The seabed of the Gulf of Mexico, its sediments and sea life, are creating 
a new limestone timeline record that includes our human activity, and is 
perhaps documenting the conundrum of a Sixth Extinction.  

weathered rocks migrate via wind and water, some eventually reaching the 
Tiber River Basin to become the rich brown umber soils of the Umbrian 
Region. Umber, a reddish or natural brown color, was one of the first 
pigments to be used for painting and body applique and is the prevailing 
color of Umbrian soil, water and architecture.  

The Apennine Mountains, made up primarily of sedimentary rock including 
limestone, uplifted from beneath the Tyrrhenian Sea 200 million years ago 
to become the largest mountain range in Italy. A portion of this formation, 
now at 6,500 feet above sea level near Gubbio, reveals, like pages in a 
book, fossils that tell the tale of a progression of life. This geologic record 
provides evidence of the Fifth Extinction and a slow evolutionary recovery 
that favored the advancement of mammals at the expense of large reptiles.

At this site, referred to by geologists as the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) 
site, not far from Assisi, one strata from this uplifted seabed contains the 
trace element iridium, which is often found in asteroids. Geo-dating of the 
iridium has been used to verify the global fallout of dust from the impact of 
an asteroid that landed at the northern tip of the Yucatan Peninsula, on the 
Gulf of Mexico, sixty-six million years ago. The impact of the asteroid is now 
known to have resulted in the the loss of nearly seventy-five percent of all 
life on earth.

ichens are some of the most successful life forms on the planet 
because they have learned the strategies of cooperation and 
innovation. Lichens decompose rocks such as the geologic 
formations of the Apennine Mountains in Italy. These 

Barcode Leveling Staff and the silt strata containing the 
trace element iridium.

Leveling Staff offered as walking stick. 
Vestibule, Civitella Ranieri.

L
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Tiber Supper Plates are contemporary ceramic plates inspired by the 
rich soil of the Tiber River Basin and the early renaissance painting, 
Madonna del Parto, by Piero Della Francesca. Francesca was also a 
mathematician and geometer and was known for his ability, through 
his paintings, to convey serene humanism. To this day, local Italians 
revere Madonna del Parto for its symbolism to provide for healthy 
childbirth and fertile fields. Though Piero’s painting is said to depict 
the Madonna, historically there have been references back to her 
pre-Christian predecessor, Diana, who was known to be the virgin 
goddess of childbirth and women, associated with oak woodlands 
and wild nature. 

Tiber Supper Plates were created from the umber-colored clay 
sediment of the Tiber River Basin, with silt gathered from the River 
and applied for glazing to add a Diana a Madonna form reference. 
Geometer notations and the text: “Tiber dalla terra fluisce la vita” 
(Tiber from earth life flows) were then incised into the plates. 

The Supper Plates were fired in Umbertide at Ceramiche Rometti. 
The crafting of the plates references the regional Deruta ceramic 
kitchenware of Umbria. Umbria is known as the “green heart” of 
the Tiber River Valley, where the rich agricultural production of 
the region is to the social cohesion born from sharing food at the 
table, as cash crops, such as tobacco and corn, are to the economy. 
Additionally, anthropogenic side effects of commercial agricultural 
production, such as excess nitrogen found in the Tiber River, 
become integral to Tiber Supper Plates. Tiber River flowing past Umbertide. 

Above: Postcard (early 1900s), Right: Fall 2014.

Parva Scintilla Magnum 
Sæpe Suscitat Incendium 
(Discussions Start Around 
the Fire that Sets the Table 
of Conversations.)

Tiber Supper Plate.
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Shards of Deruta ceramic 
water pitcher.

Social gathering, interior 
courtyard of Civitella 
Ranieri Castle.
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Core sample 
extracted from 
Civitella Ranieri 
Castle revealing 
conglomerate 
rubble matrix.

Castle farm lane with accumulation of rubble 
aggregate. Augmented in 2014 with rejected 
Supper Plates.
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Site of extracted core samples from limestone 
strata at Gubbio K-Pg site. Samples include 
fossils that indicate the diversification and 
eventual dominance of mammals.

K-Pg seam and core sample probes. Sample 
on lower right is dated to be prior to the Fifth 

Extinction event, upper left, after.
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Leveling Staff marking iridium sediment seam near 
Gubbio, Italy. Seam indicates dust fallout from K-Pg 

asteroid that created the Chicxulub crater in the 
Gulf of Mexico over 66 million years ago.

Leveling Staff on Captiva Island, 
Gulf of Mexico. 600 miles to the 
east of the Chicxulub Crater.
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Leveling Staff, instrument implement, deployment for social actions.

Tools awaiting deployment.
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Series of 
Leveling Staff 

instrument 
implement 

actions: (Left) 
Basilica di 

San Pietro, 
Perugia. 
(Center) 
Romano 

Alberti detto 
il Nero, San 

Rocco 1528, 
Museo 

Civico di 
Santa Croce, 
Umbertide. 

(Right) 
Confessional, 

Civitella 
Ranieri 
Chapel.

Leveling Staff points to text 
painted with Tiber silt on 
concrete highway underpass, 
Umbertide. Text reads “Tiber 
dalla terra fluisce la vita.” 
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(Left) 
Shadow play 

landscape 
on castle 
grounds. 

(Center and 
right) Light 
projecting 

shadow 
through 

castle arrow 
slit and onto 

bedroom 
wall.

“Senza mamma, 
o bimbo, tu sei 
morto! (Without your 
mother, o my baby, 
you die!)”

Vanity at 
Civitella Ranieri 
with reflection 
commemorating Licia 
Albanese, on the 
day of her passing, 
August 15, 2014, 
“...an Italian-born 
soprano whose 
veneration by 
audiences worldwide 
was copious even 
by the standards of 
operatic adulation…” 
(N.Y. Times)

Bowl of Tiber silt and 
Umbrian Clay Treatment Bar.
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Blu oltremare (or ultramarine 
blue) obtained from lapis lazuli, 
was imported from Afghanistan 
by the Republic of Venice. 
Natural ultramarine pigment 
was the most expensive 
blue pigment during the 
Renaissance.

(Left) Daily offerings and 
requests at the foot of the 
Madonna del Parto, 1459. 
Piero della Francesca.

Tiber silt 
potentially containing 

anthropogenic pollutants.

(Right) Diana a Madonna 
(after Piero della Francesca, 
Madonna del Parto), 2014. 

Mixed media drawing, paint, 
silt, and oak leaf which 

references the mythological 
Diana and precursor to 

Madonna. 
14” x 19-3/4”.
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Umbrian dust on windshield 
parked outside Museo della 
Madonna del Parto, Monterchi, 
Italy. 

Bottled Tiber River 
water with sediment.
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Mortar and pestle 
with Tiber silt.Gathering Tiber sediment .
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Tiber silt on bisque terracotta. Tiber silt on parchment.
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Glazed and fired plate, “Tiber dalla terra fluisce la vita” (Tiber from earth life flows).

Civitella Ranieri 
Castle offering to 

the Tiber Valley and 
Umbertide. 
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Corn field, Umbria. Tobacco field, Umbria.
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Civitella Ranieri plowed field, Umbria.Corn stubble field, Umbria.
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Piazza Danti, Perugia 
with the addition of 
Tiber Supper Plates.

Supper Plate poetic utility.
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Final banquet, Civitella Ranieri.
Festival of the Gift of the Holy Thorn, 
Montone Italy.    

Table Setting, 
Civitella Ranieri.
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Duwamish Supper, 2013. Collage, photograph and puzzle. 28” x 36” x 1.25”. 
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Gathering silt from the 
Tiber River in Rome. 

(Back Cover)
Italian oak leaf with 

confessional screen inset.

With appreciation for the support and camaraderie 
received from the fellows, community, staff and the 
Civitella Ranieri Foundation, this booklet is offered in 
gratitude. 

Special thanks to Ceramiche Rometti, Umbertide, Italy, 
for their facilities and to Diego Mencaroni for poetic 
title translation.
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